
“Based on a True Story”  
A Dramatic TV Series – “The Sopranos meets The Wire”  

Two Italian brothers (Joe and Sal Marconi) own a high end used car lot 
as a front for a multitude of illegal operations. Joe, the mastermind, is 
connected to the Mexican Drug Cartel which ships the used cars from 
Texas auctions packed with Cocaine, Marijuana, and Heroin, while his 
distribution connect, Darnell, The OG of the Bloods, floods the streets 
of St. Louis with product. The younger brother, Sal, fresh out of prison, 
grows increasingly jealous of Joe and Darnell’s business relationship, 
causing friction, chaos, and tension as he strives to seize power.  



Genre: TV DRAMA 
THE LOTT’S ILLEGAL ACTIVITIEs, Selling Drugs, Book Making, Keeping, Boosting Cars, Money Laundering  

Estimated Budget:  TBD  
Location:  St. Louis, MO – Los Angeles, CA 

Contact: 

Brian Yarbrough  309.643.5841  tightest23@gmail.com  

Bryan Ramirez       210.317.6068  bryan@irezproductions.com  

Working Title: 

Inspired by true events, depicted to protect the guilty and the innocent: THE LOTT is a 
successful gangster start up that transforms into a major underground enterprise. 
With multiple families and cultures intertwined, Joe Marconi (the mastermind) must 
balance and maintain power through various organizations including, his own crew, The 
Detroit Mob, The Bloods, The Crips, and The Mexican Drug Cartel. Caught in the middle of 
being a local celebrity with his “legitimate business”, Marconi Auto Sales, Joe never 
thought he would be in the position of controlling a vast crime operation. His brother Sal 
on the other hand is a gangster and doesn’t care who knows it. He sees right through his 
brother’s tepidness and uncertainty, which drives him even more to seize power. What 
was once a low level -bookkeeping - money laundering - gambling - drug operation, 
quickly turns into a nation wide crime syndicate; catching the attention of newspapers 
all the way up to the Federal Government.  

EXECUTIVESUMMARY
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THECOMPARABLES



THEFILMMAKERS
Danny Michael Bellini 
Danny Michael Bellini is founder and CEO of Piove’ InK 
Productions and is writing screenplays, developing movies, 
and television shows such as, Blowing Smoke, that will be 
hosted by 4x NBA Champion, John Salley.  

Danny is also attached as a writer on several different 
projects including Choices, Crew, and I.C.U which was just 
accepted into the New Jersey Film Festival. Danny IS a 
published author, Master Energy Healer, and CEO of B1 
Heart, a clothing company promoting the oneness of all.  

No stranger to new places and people, Danny is a product 
of a broken home having lived in five different states and 
over forty different houses and apartments. He accredits 
his tough childhood to his understanding of characters, 
dialogue, and the stories they convey.  

“I grew up with two educations, one from the street and 
one from school. I saw a lot growing up, and THE LOTT was 
just too good of a story not to write considering the 
premise is real and something my father really lived. I 
personally never lived that lifestyle, but I know a bunch 
of people that did.” 



Brian K Yarbrough  
Brian Yarbrough started in the entertainment 
industry as an international recording artist signed 
early on to So So Def Records (founded by Jermaine 
Dupri). 

After the 1st albums release Brian (Tightest) had 
received number one’s across the country and 
received numerous awards such as artist of the 
year and even Grammy submissions. Through this 
process he discovered that it was his love of writing 
and creating that drove him. Writing for other 
artists throughout nearly all genres of music led 
him to venture out and soon after, he was writing 
books and TV shows along with Movies and even 
commercial jingles and placements for the AMC 
movie chain, The LA Lakers, Budweiser and more. As a 
published author, Brian has written many projects 
but most notably was the 1st draft of Space Jam 2 
(Warner Brothers), the Wrath with Bruce Willis and 
also the new series “309 Grinders”. 

Brian has taken off into managing various artists 
including screen writer and published author Danny 
Michael Bellini (THE LOTT) and new stand out talent, 
Keith Campen (Actor) from Empire, Shameless, 
Chicago PD and more. His focus now is on helping 
others achieve their dreams through talent, 
networking and building strong relationships with 
time, humor and integrity. Brian’s entertainment 
knowledge and years in all aspects of the industry 
makes him uniquely qualified to give true 
perspective and authenticity to nearly any 
situation or project making him ideal to propel like-
minded talent to the top of their craft.  



Bryan Ramirez 
Bryan Ramirez is an award winning filmmaker from 
San Antonio, Texas. Upon graduating honors with a 
degree in Motion Picture Production from Full Sail 
Film School in Orlando, Florida, he relocated to 
Austin, Texas where he edited the Documentary “Los 
Lonely Boy's: Cotton Fields and Crossroads”, while 
moonlighting at many other post houses. 
  

In 2005, Bryan moved back to San Antonio to pursue a 
career in producing and directing promotional pieces 
for an ABC affiliate. This lead him to produce a 
former reality tv personality, in an Infomercial 
that would led them  to establishing a multi-
hundred-million-dollar Inc. 500 enterprise.  
  

In 2010,   Bryan wrote, produced, and directed his 
first feature film “Line of Duty fka Mission 
Park” (Lionsgate) lasting 4 weeks in AMC Theaters 
across the U.S., acquiring national distribution 
through Lionsgate.   

Successfully executing “Line of Duty” (Lionsgate) as 
his first feature film, he partnered to direct 
“Sanitarium” (Image) as his second. Bryan followed 
s u i t b y E x e c u t i v e P r o d u c i n g 
“Entertainment” (Magnolia Pictures) which 
premiered at Sundance Film Festival 2015, continuing 
on to a nation wide theatrical roll out, making his 
mark as one of this generation of notable 
filmmakers. 



THE WISHLIST I CAST

Sebastian Maniscalco as JOE MARCONI  
Joe Marconi is the mastermind of the entire under belly that is Marconi 
Auto Sales. Thrown into the drug game from his deceased wife’s hospital 
and insurance bills - Joe is not a fan of selling drugs. However, he is a 
fan of the easy money. Low key, yet a local celebrity, due to his car 
commercials, Joe is a gangster whether he likes it or not.  

Keith Campen as SALVATORE MARCONI  
Sal Marconi is a real gangster. Every fiber in his being loves the game 
and wants to be the most feared wise guy in the streets. Fresh out of 
prison, Sal makes no attempt to adapt to civilian life. Continuously 
bumping heads with his older brother Joe, Sal makes no apologies in his 
bid to be the man. This is the character people will be tuning in to see on 
a weekly basis. He is the wildcard!  

SIGNED Letter of intent 

JOSEPH GANNASCOLI as FAT JOHN  
Fat John, Sal’s best friend and partner in crime. Fat John is a degenerate, 
bottom feeder, low life who sells what ever he gets his hands on and 
schemes on whomever he can. Always high and usually drunk, Fat John is 
one Dorito away from having a heart attack.  

IN TALKS - Letter of intent emailed 



THE WISHLIST I CAST

Nelly as DARNELL JENKINS  
Darnell is the O.G. of the Bloods, a very old school gangster that has a 
hard time understanding the new so-called gangsters on the street. 
Darnell is the distribution connect for Joe as well as being his very 
close friend. Darnell is hard, but fair. But don’t get it twisted, he will 
have you killed or kill you himself in a split second.  

Dennis White as O  
O, is Darnell’s right hand man and best friend. O handles the day to day 
operations along with Darnell in collecting money, cooking/processing 
the dope along with sales and enforcing.  

SIGNED Letter of intent 

Richard Grieco as Jason Stephens 
Head MC of the (TBD name) Motorcycle gang that is responsible for 
running drugs and guns. Hellbent on revenge for the murder of his MC 
brother, Jayson becomes a major thorn in the side of Joe’s ass. 

SIGNED Letter of intent 



THE WISHLIST I CAST

Leonar Valera as MARIE LAFATTA  
Marie is wife to Tony Lafatta and mother to their two children, Tony Jr. 
and “little” Marie. She is extremely loyal to her husband and brothers, 
(Joe and Sal). She’s an enabler, and most of the time, minds her own 
business.  

Joey Diaz as ROCCO LAFATTA  
Extreme pot head and Head Chef at Rocco’s Bar and Grill, a night spot 
the fellas frequent. Rocco is not involved with any illegal affairs, but 
he sure enjoys the kickbacks and connections.  

Julio Cedillo as “GORDO”  
Gordo is the head of the Mexican Drug Cartel that supplies Joe with all 
of the drugs.  



THE WISHLIST I CAST

Bill Duke as “SQUEAKS”  
Squeak’s is Joe’s personal mechanic and detailer for the lot. However, 
Squeak’s other job description involves stripping the cars of drugs and 
preparing them for Joe and Darnell. He’s an old timer with a heart of 
gold and doing his best to support his family.  

Louis Lombardi as JOJO McCARTHY  
Jojo is typically the brunt of attack and snaps at the car lot, mostly by 
Sal. He’s married with a kid and selling cars is his passion. He’s loyal, 
very naïve and has a warm heart.  

IN TALKS - Letter of intent emailed 

Chazz Palminteri as ROBERTO CATALANO   
Joe and Sal’s “Uncle”, Roberto is a made man and head of the Detroit Mob. 
He’s well connected and respected, and he uses Marconi Car Lot as a 
hub for his drugs that need to get to Detroit. 



THE WISHLIST I CAST

GINO CAFARELLI as MIKEY “NUMBERS” CARAPELLA 

Joe’s bookie and golf hustler. Mikey, an ex-PGA golf player before his 
addiction to heroin, spends his days on the golf course hustling club 
members through the back nine. Although he’s been sober and clean for 
years, his newest addiction is placing and holding bets, and he’s damn 
good at it.  

IN TALKS - Letter of intent emailed 

JOHN FIORE as MAYOR FRANCIS LUPO 
Mayor Lupo, the mayor of St. Louis is a corrupt politician with big 
aspirations to be the first Italian President of The United States of 
America. The Mafia all over the world has their eyes on Mayor Lupo and 
will do everything they can to insure his political ambitions.   

SIGNED Letter of intent

Steven Jacques as TONY LAFATTA  
Tony is a family man first. Secondly, he is Joe’s debt collector and has no 
problem enforcing. Third, he runs Rocco’s Bar and Grill with his brother, 
Rocco. He is fairly level headed until you piss him off. He also has a deep 
passion for boosting cars.  

SIGNED Letter of intent 



behindthecamera

ESTEVAN ORIOL   
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY / DIRECTOR 

an internationally celebrated professional photographer, 
director  and urban lifestyle entrepreneur. Beginning his 
career as a hip-hop club  bouncer turned tour manager for 
popular Los Angeles-based rap groups  Cypress Hill and 
House of Pain, Estevan’s passion for photography  developed 
while traveling the world. With an influential nudge and 
old  camera from his father, renowned photographer 
Eriberto Oriol, Estevan  began documenting life on the road 
and established a name for himself  amid the emerging hip-
hop scene. 

Nearly  20 years later, Oriol’s extensive portfolio juxtaposes the glamorous  and gritty planes of LA 
culture, featuring portraits of famous athletes,  artists, celebrities and musicians as well as Latino, 
urban, gang, and  tattoo culture lifestyles. He has photographed Al Pacino, Robert Dinero,  Dennis Hopper, 
Ryan Gosling, Chloe Moretz, Marissa Miller, Kim  Kardashian, Kanye West, Snoop Dogg, Floyd Mayweather, 
and  others. He  has also produced shoots for internationally-acclaimed photographers  such as Ellen 
von Unwerth for Sang Bleu and Luca Babini for GQ Italy. 

In  addition to shooting campaigns for companies including Cadillac, Nike  and Rockford Fosgate and 
directing new media projects for My Cadillac  Stories, MetroPCS, MTV and Apple, Estevan has designed 
album covers  and/or directed music videos for artists including Eminem, Cypress Hill,  Blink 182, Snoop 
Dogg and Xzibit. 

His  work has been showcased in select galleries and institutions—such as  Smithsonian Center for 
Latino Initiatives, Mesa Contemporary Art Center,  Petersen Automotive Museum, and The Museum of 
Contemporary Art, Los  Angeles’ Art in the Streets exhibit—concluding with a best-selling books  of his 
work: LA Woman, L.A. Portraits, And This Is Los Angeles   capturing the dangerous gangsters, Lowriders, 
Musicians, Celebrities,  L.A. Lifestyle and alluring beauty of women shot in his uniquely  provocative and 
raw style. His photography has been featured in Complex,  FHM, Juxtapoz, GQ, Vibe, Rolling Stone and other 
publications, with  appearances on popular television shows such as, CNN’s  Anthony Bourdain-UnKnown 
Parts, CNN’s Street Food-Roy Choi,  HBO’s Entourage and Last Call With Carson Daly. 



ROGER GREENE JR. 
URBAN CONSULTANT 

MUSIC SUPERVISOR 
a Grammy Nominated, multiplatinum songwriter and 
producer. The Bronx native is a New York based artist 
whose work in the music industry has reached a 
global audience. A music industry veteran who’s been 
a consultant in the A&R dept at Atlantic Records and 
the head of Urban A&R at Entertainment One, (eone). 
He got his start writing and producing for P. Diddy, Li'l 
Kim, Maino, K-CI & JoJo, Rich Boy, Ashanti and has also 
worked with Akon and Missy Elliot plus many other 
notable entertainers.  In 2016 he crossed over to 
productions in film and music related projects to 

"uplift and empower. His creations have been featured 
in television and film such as, Lighters Up, by Lil Kim and was also featured in Knocked Up. Currently, his 
song “Living in the Light” featuring Heather Hayes, the daughter of soul legend, Isaac Hayes, was featured 
on Spike Lee’s “She’s Gotta Have It” on Netflix. He also played the role of the Gangster Rapper in the movie, 
The Fighting Temptations starring Beyoncé and Cuba Gooding Jr. 



SEASONONE

Sal, fresh out of prison, has no desire to adapt back to civilian life. 
Secretly learning Joe’s weak spots and street business model, Sal 
makes no apologies for taking advantage of his brother’s 
vulnerabilities. The heat is on as Joe attempts to keep his underground 
activity unknown and his local celebrity status untouched.  

Pilot Episode 1 
Is Blood Thicker Than Water?  

Joe’s world is rocked when Sal, his little brother, exits a five -year 
prison bid with no attempt to adapt to civilian life. Sal’s wild and 
reckless behavior causes Joe to question his brother’s loyalty while 
he and Darnell have their own issues to deal with.  

Episode 2 
THE HEAT IS ON 

Tensions rise when Joe and Darnell’s relationship is tested over missing 
drugs. Sal continues to show no remorse or help when Darnell’s crew 
becomes a target for the police forcing Joe to intervene.  



Episode 3 
Authentic Mexican Food  

Gordo makes a surprise visit as he begins to purchase more real estate 
in St. Louis to wash his money clean. Joe feels obligated to be a 
generous host to Gordo and his crew while balancing his relationship 
with Darnell and Sal. Tensions rise as everyone knows Gordo moving in 
is overall bad for business.  

Episode 4  
Sedated And High 

Sal and Fat John take full advantage of everyone’s stress when they 
discover a connect of their own. Joe and Darnell prepare for the 
possibility of Gordo opening a strip club right across the river. No one 
wants a war, but if territories overlap, it’s something to be 
considered.  

Episode 5 
You Buy From Who? 

Joe realizes he’s in way over his head when he discovers where the 
cartel is getting their drugs. Meanwhile, tensions rise between rival 
gangs – (the Crips and the Bloods) when Sal figures out a way to play 
both sides. However, Sal may have troubles of his own when a biker 
gang pays a visit to St. Louis.  



Episode 6  
There Is No More Mafia  

Little Leo’s friends find out the hard way and how connected Little Leo 
really is when an associate won’t pay his tab. Sal sends a very clear 
message to everyone that he intends on being king of St. Louis.  

Episode 7 
Gone In 60 Seconds  

Joe, still on edge from the news of the cartel, has Sal and Tony ramp 
up their boosting/chop shop operation. When Randy is nowhere to be 
found, Joe must pay him a special visit.  

Episode 8 
Alphabet Boys   

Authorities make a crucial bust that may implicate Joe. However, due 
to Joe’s connection and friendship with the mayor, the case takes a 
new turn leaving a sour taste in the DEA’s mouth.  



Episode 9  
Lying Low  

The streets of St. Louis turn into an all-out war zone when a portion of 
Darnell’s gang is ambushed by their rival gang, the Crips. This forces 
Joe to pull back all operations giving Sal lead way - to be Sal. An 
undercover DEA Agent makes a startling discovery through one of 
their informants on Joe and Darnell’s relationship.  

Episode 10  
Burn The Joint  

An undercover agent looks to infiltrate the Marconi family by using 
the allure of a beautiful woman. When her identity and the lot is 
exposed, Joe may be forced to light a match.  



SEASONTWO

Joe and Darnell’s relationship is tested more than ever when Gordo 
decides to set up shop just across the river. Sal takes full advantage 
of the potential war between the Mexican Drug Cartel and the Bloods. 
Meanwhile, the DEA is not letting up on their leads.  

Episode 1 
Under Construction 

After the fire, Joe rebuilds not only his relationship with his business 
but with the public as well. Darnell’s lawyer finds a loophole in the 
case shortening Darnell’s stay in jail.  

Episode 2 
Expansion 

Joe is forced into a major decision when Gordo tells him that he needs 
to move more weight. With Darnell still in jail, Joe reaches out to Sal, 
who in turn, begins relations again with Darnell’s rival gang, the Crips.  



Episode 3 
The Case Continues 

The task force along with the DEA is still heavy on Darnell and Joe’s 
relationship along with the Mexican Drug Cartel. When an arrest is 
made, the race is on to see whether the birdie has time to sing.  

Episode 4  
The Color Blue and The Color Red 

Caught in the middle of money and loyalty, Joe must do what is best for 
his business. The streets are watching every move and before anyone 
comes under fire, Joe must play both sides to protect himself and his 
business.  

Episode 5 
Crystal Meth and Business 

When a boost goes wrong, Joe sends a clear message that drug addicts 
and business do not mix. Sal takes a vacation to Miami and discovers it 
has more to offer than just sand and water.  



Episode 6  
La Vida Loca 

Gordo opens his strip club right across the bridge in East St. Louis. 
Darnell and the bloods gear up for war. Joe, caught it in the middle, 
tries to play the peacemaker while Sal sparks a fire.  

Episode 7 
Sit Down on a Bus? 

Joe orchestrates a sit down with Darnell, the Crips, and the Mexican 
Drug Cartel on the attempt of stopping an all-out war. The DEA 
frantically puts their people in place to plant wires at the supposed 
meeting place.  

Episode 8 
Cold Winter – Hot Shells 

Slowly but surely, a war is ignited between The Mexican Drug Cartel 
and Darnell’s Bloods putting Joe right in the middle again. When Joe is 
brought in for questioning with shortness of breath, and chest pains, 
the DEA is forced to bring him to the hospital.  



Episode 9  
Rosie and Cancer 

Joe finally pays off his insurance debt, but might be in a world wind of 
trouble with his own health, leaving Sal to not only run the car lot, 
but the under belly of it as well.  

Episode 10  
Sal V.S. Everybody  

While Joe is gone, the streets learn very quickly how nice he really is. 
Sal takes full advantage of his brother’s illness while lining his 
pockets.  



SEASONTHREE

Joe and Sal’s relationship is severely tested once again, not only on a 
street level but on a brother to brother respect level. The streets of St. 
Louis are an all-out war zone and the Marconi name is right in the middle. 
Will Sal and Darnell finally work together? Or will their ego’s cause 
more death? When there is money to be made, especially on the street, the 
principles that govern the laws are put to the test.  


